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Dear customer!
Thank you for purchasing our product. For safety, it is strongly recommended to read this manual carefully before
connecting, operating and/or adjusting the product and keep the manual for reference in the future.
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Instruction manual for CD/MP3-Receiver

Important safeguards

Using the device at temperature below -10º  may cause the breakage of the device. Before using please heat up
the passenger compartment to the recommended temperature!
Read carefully through this manual to familiarize yourself with this high-quality system.
Disconnect the vehicle's negative battery terminal while mounting and connecting the unit.
When replacing the fuse, be sure to use one with an identical amperage rating. Using a fuse with a higher
amperage rating may cause serious damage to the unit.
Do not attempt to disassemble the unit. Laser beams from the optical pickup are dangerous to the eyes.
Make sure that pins or other foreign objects do not get inside the unit; they may cause malfunctions, or create
safety hazards such as electrical shock or laser beam exposure.
If you have parked the car for a long time in hot or cold weather, wait until the temperature in the car becomes
normal before operating the unit.
Do not open covers and do not repair yourself. Consult the dealer or an experienced technician for help.
Make sure you disconnect the power supply and aerial if you will not be using the system for a long period or
during a thunderstorm.
Make sure you disconnect the power supply if the system appears to be working incorrectly, is making an unusual
sound, has a strange smell, has smoke emitting from it or liquids have got inside it. Have a qualified technician
check the system.
The unit is designed for negative terminal of the battery, which is connected to the vehicle metal. Please confirm
it before installation.
Do not allow the speaker wires to be shorted together when the unit is switched on. Otherwise it may overload or
burn out the power amplifier.
Do not install the detachable panel before connecting the wire.
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Accessories

1. Nut 5 mm         1 pc.
2. Spring washer       2 pcs.
3. Screw M5x25 mm     1 pc.
4.  Screw           1  pc.
5.  Plain  washer        2  pcs.
6.  Strap           1  pc.
7. Operating instructions    1 pc.
8.  Key           2  pcs.
9. Mounting collar      1 pc.
10. Wire connector      1 pc.
11. Removable face plate case  1 pc.
12. Trim plate        1 pc.
13. Warranty card      1 pc.
14. Customer information    1 pc.
15. ISO connector      1 pc.
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Installation/Connections
First complete the electrical connections, and then check them for correctness. If you are not confident working with
electrical wiring, removing and reinstalling interior panels, carpeting, dashboards or other components of your
vehicle, please call your dealer in order to have the unit professionally installed.

Before installation

1. Remove the old unit from the dashboard.
Remove the outer trim frame.
Insert the keys supplied with the old unit into both sides of the unit as shown in figure below until they click. Pull
to remove the old unit from the dashboard. Do not disconnect wires at this time!

2. Mark polarity of the speaker wires.
Marking the polarity of the speaker wires will make it easier to connect the existing speakers to your unit. Consult
wiring diagram of existing head unit before disconnecting any wires. If you are not positive of the polarity of the
existing wires from the speakers to the head unit, install new wires.

While the old unit is playing, disconnect the wires from one speaker.
Take a length of masking tape and fold it around the wire so it forms a flag.
On the masking tape mark the polarity of the speaker wires (+ and -), as well as left or right, and front or rear.
Repeat this procedure for all of the speakers.
Mark the power, ground, and any other wires also.
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Installation method A

WARNING: Disconnect negative battery terminal from battery before starting installation. Consult the vehicle’s
owner’s manual for proper instructions.

1. After removing the old unit and mounting sleeve, insert supplied mounting sleeve in the opening.
2. Bend the tabs on the mounting sleeve to keep the mounting sleeve firmly in place.
3. Attach wires from the unit to existing wires. See wiring connections diagram. Insert the unit into dashboard.

Then apply the trim frame to outside of the unit.
4. Support the unit using supplied rear mounting bolt and steel bar.
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Installation method B

Note: Outer trim frame, hook, and mounting sleeve are not used
for this installation.
This is only intended as a general guide; contact the vehicle's
manufacturer for specific instructions.
This method of installation uses the screw holes at the sides of
the unit and the holes of the existing vehicle mounting bracket.
1. Remove the hooks on both sides.
2. Align the screw holes of the mounting bracket supplied with

the car and the screw holes of the main unit. Tighten the 2
screws on each side of the unit. Then fasten the brackets to
the car.

3. Attach wires of the unit to existing speaker wires. See wiring
diagram.
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Detaching the front panel
Press RELEASE button to remove the panel.

Attaching the control panel
Insert the left side of the control panel into the main unit. Press the control panel on to the right side of middle of it
until a “click” sound is heard.

Caution:
Do not insert the control panel from the right side. It can damage the control panel.
The control panel can easily be damaged by shocks. After removing it, place it in a protective case and be careful not
to drop it or subject it to strong shocks.
The rear connector that connects the main unit and the control panel is an extremely important part. Be careful not to
damage it by pressing on it with fingernails, pens, screwdrivers, etc.

Note:
If the control panel is dirty, wipe off the dirt with soft, dry cloth only. And use a cotton swab soaked in isopropyl
alcohol to clean the socket on the back of the control panel.
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Electrical connections

Speaker Wiring Notes
Follow the above wiring diagram to install the head unit with new or existing speakers.

This unit is designed for use with four (4) speakers with the impedance between 4 Ohms to 8 Ohms.
An impedance load of less than 4 Ohms could damage the unit.
Never bridge or combine the speaker wire outputs. When not using four speakers, use electrical tape to tape the
ends of the unused speaker outputs to prevent a short circuit.
Never ground the negative speaker terminals to chassis ground.
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Using the ISO Connector

1.  If  your  car  is  equipped  with  the  ISO  connector,  then  connect  the  ISO  connectors  as
illustrated.

2. For connections without the ISO connectors, check the wiring in the vehicle carefully
before connecting, incorrect connection may cause serious damage to this unit.
Cut the connector; connect the colored leads of the power cord to the car battery as
shown in the color code table below for speaker and power cable connections.

FunctionLocation Connector A Connector B
1 Rear Right (+)---Blue
2 Rear Right (-)---Blue/White Stripe
3 Front Right (+)---Grey
4 Battery 12V (+)/yellow Front Right (-)---Grey/White Stripe
5 Auto Antenna/orange Front Left (+)---Green
6 Panel light/white Front Left ((-)---Green/White Stripe
7 ACC+/red Rear Left (+)---Brown
8 Ground/black Rear Left (-)---Brown/White Stripe
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Panel controls

Front panel
1.  NEXT/PREV button
2.  CLK button
3.  RELEASE button
4.  MOD button
5.  LUD button
6.  MUT button
7.  1/PAU button
8.  2/INT button
9.  3/RPT button
10. 4/RDM button
11.  5/DN10  button                 16.  MON  button
12. 6/UP10 button                17. F/PS button
13.  EJECT  button                 18.  VOL  knob
14.  D  slot                   19.  BND  button
15.  LCD  display                  20.  POWER  button

Back of the front panel
1. Disc loading slot
2. Connector
3. RESET button
4. LED indicator
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General operations

Turning On/Off
Press any button to turn the unit on, the display will show a message “WELCOME” to indicate it is ready to use.
Press and hold POWER button to turn the unit off.

Mode selection
Press MOD button to switch between AUX, Radio and CD play mode.

Volume control
The volume level can be adjusted by rotating VOL knob in any mode.

LOUD mode
Press LUD button to emphasize the bass output, the word “LOUD ON” on the display indicates that the loudness
function is on. Press the button again to cancel.

MUTE mode
Press MUT button to activate the Mute mode. Press MUT button again or use VOL knob to cancel.

Bass, treble, balance and fader control
Press VOL knob to select bass, treble, balance or fader mode. The corresponding word appears on the display.
Rotate VOL knob to adjust the selected parameter. When DSP is on, treble and bass control is not available. Balance
is to adjust the balance between the left and right speakers. Fader is to adjust the balance between the rear and front
speakers.

BEEP function
Press and hold VOL knob for 2 seconds; the display will show “DSP OFF”. Press VOL knob repeatedly until the
display shows “BEEP OFF”, rotate VOL knob to toggle between BEEP ON and BEEP OFF, then leave the unit idle
for your desired setting to take effect.

Clock setting
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The clock can be set anytime when the power is on. Press CLK button and then press and hold CLK button for 3
seconds, the time will blink on the display.
1. Rotate VOL knob clockwise to adjust the hour.
2. Rotate VOL knob anti-clockwise to adjust the minute.
3. Press CLK button again or leave the unit idle for new setting to take effect.
Press CLK button anytime to view the time display.

DSP mode
Press and hold VOL knob for 2 seconds, the display will show DSP OFF. Rotate VOL knob to select DSP effect.
POP       ROCK      CLASSIC       FLAT      DSP  OFF

After you have selected your desired effect, leave the unit idle in order for the new setting to take effect.

Auxiliary input, RCA output
1. Auxiliary Input
Insert the AUX IN cable stereo plug into the AUX IN jack on the rear panel of the unit. Route the other end of the
stereo plug to the headphone jack of any external audio device such as MP3 player. Press MOD button to choose
AUX mode. Use the volume control to adjust volume.
2. RCA Output
The RCA output jack is on the back of the unit. This output is for connecting amplifier, equalizer, or other audio
device. Follow the manufacturers instructions for the audio device that you are connecting.
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Radio operations

Choose Radio Band
Press BND button to activate the Radio mode (even when CD is playing). The unit is equipped with 3 FM bands
(FM1, FM2 and FM3) and 2 MW bands (MW1 and MW2). Each of the bands can store up to 6 preset stations,
making total 30 preset memory stations.

Radio Tune/Seek Function
In Radio mode, press PREV/NEXT button to manually adjust the radio frequency.

Auto seek modes
Press and hold VOL knob until “DSP OFF” is shown on the display, then press VOL knob to cycle through the
menu selections until “SEEK 1” is shown. Rotate VOL knob to select either “SEEK 1” or “SEEK 2”.
1. Seek 1: press and hold PREV/NEXT button for more than 1 second. The unit will seek the next strong and clear
frequency station. Repeat to seek more stations in your listening area with a strong signal.
2. Seek 2:  press and hold PREV/NEXT button for station search. The search will  not cease until  you release the
button.

Mono/Stereo Reception Control
In FM radio mode, press MON button to toggle between mono or stereo reception. The display will show
“MONO” or “STEREO”. Improvement of distant station reception can be done by selecting mono operation,
which may cut down some reception noise.

Save Your Preset Stations
There are six numbered preset buttons, which can store and recall stations for each band. While listening to a radio
station you would like to save as a preset, press and hold one of the buttons numbered 1-6 until you hear a beep.
The button you pressed is now the preset button for that station.

Automatic Store/Preset Scan
1. Automatic scan and store: while listening to the FM Radio, press and hold F/PS button for more than 3
seconds. The receiver will automatically scan the saved stations of that FM band. While listening to the AM radio,
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press and hold F/PS button for more than 3 seconds. The receiver will automatically scan and save stations for that
AM bands.
2. Scan saved stations: press F/PS button once to perform the scanning functions. In FM mode, press F/PS button
and the stations in that FM band will be scanned; press this button in AM mode and scan that AM band stations.
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CD/MP3 operations

Electronic Shock Protection (ESP)
The electronic shock protection is ideal for driving uneven road.
For MP3 discs
Electronic Skip Protection for MP3 discs is a default feature. Please note that this feature supports the CDs with
songs encoded by 96 Kb/s and 32000 Hz. For songs encoded in higher quality, the anti-shock duration will
decrease proportionally to the file size.
For CD discs
Press and hold VOL knob for 2 seconds, the display will show “DSP OFF”. Press the knob again, “ESP 12” will be
shown on the display indicating that Electronic Shock Protection (ESP) will be activated for 12 seconds.
When the display shows “ESP 12”, rotate VOL knob so that the setting will be changed to “ESP 45”, indicating that
Electronic Shock Protection for 45 seconds is activated. Please leave the unit idle for the new setting to take effect.

Insert/Eject discs
Insert a disc into the disc slot with label side up. The disc will be automatically loaded into the unit, even when it is
off or in radio mode. For MP3 discs, the word “MP3 DISC” will be displayed as the CD is loaded. The first file in the
root folder will be played. As the file is playing “ROOT” will be displayed first, then if there is any ID3 information
that will be displayed as the file is playing. For CD discs, the word “LOAD” will blink on the display and the CD will
play automatically. Press EJECT button to eject the disc from the slot. If the disc is not removed from the slot within
5 seconds, it will automatically be loaded into the slot again. When the disc is ejected and removed, the unit will
automatically switch to radio mode.

MP3 Track search mode
You can use the 4 search modes to find your favorite MP3 songs. The search modes work only with MP3 discs.
Simple search
Press PREV/NEXT button to choose your song. Press the 5/DN10 and 6/UP10 buttons to advance 10 songs up or
down.
Track search
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Press F/PS button and the display will show “TRK SCH”. At this moment, press VOL knob so that “TRK” will blink
on the display. Then rotate the knob to choose your desired track and press the knob again to confirm the selection.
The selected track will be searched and play.
File search
Press F/PS button twice and the display will show “FILE SCH”. At this moment, press VOL knob to enter the root
folder of the disc. Rotate the knob to choose a folder in the root folder, and press the knob to confirm. The selected
folder will be opened.
Character search
Press F/PS button three times and the display will show “CHAR SCH”. This is for searching files by file names. At
this moment, press VOL knob so that the initial character will blink on the display. Rotate the knob to select the
character and press the knob once to confirm the selection advance to the next character. After you have input the
name, press and hold the knob to confirm. The song nearest alphabetically to your input name will be searched and
played.

Multi-session CD reading
This unit can read multi-session CDs. Press and hold VOL knob until “DSP OFF” is shown on the display, then press
the knob to cycle through the menu selections until “MULT OFF” is shown. Rotate the knob to choose “MULT ON”
or “MULT OFF”. The default is MULT OFF.

Selecting tracks/Fast Forward/Rewind
Press NEXT button to advance to the next track. Track numbers will be shown on the display. Press and hold NEXT
button to fast forward.
Press PREV button to go to a previous track. Track numbers will be shown on the display. Press and hold the PREV
button to fast reverse. Disc will play normally when the PREV/NEXT button is released.

Play/Pause disc
Press 1/PAU button to pause the CD. Press this button again to resume playback.

Scanning tracks
Press 2/INT button to play the first 10 seconds of each track. Press this button again to resume playback.
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Repeat
Press 3/RPT button to repeat the same track continuously. “RPT ON" will appear on the display. Press this button
again to stop repeating.

Random playback
Press 4/RDM button to play all the tracks in random order. “RDM” (for MP3 disc) or “RDM ON” (for CD disc) will
appear on the display. Press the button again to stop random play.

ID3 tag
If an MP3 file has ID3 Tag information, it will be displayed on the LCD. If there is no ID3 Tag information, nothing
will show on LCD. The sequence of ID3 Tag information will be shown as follows: File => Folder => Music =>
Album => Artist.
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MP3 Overview

Notes on MP3
MP3 is short for MPEG Audio Layer 3 and refers to an audio compression technology standard.
This product allows playback of MP3 files on CD-ROM, CD-R or CD-RW discs.
The unit can read MP3 files written in the format compliant with ISO 9660. However it does not support the MP3
data written by the method of packet write.
The unit can not read an MP3 file that has a file extension other than “.mp3”.
If you play a non- MP3 file that has the “.mp3” extension, you may hear some noise.
In this manual, we refer to what are called “MP3 file” and “folder” in PC terminology as “track” and “album”,
respectively.
Maximum number of directory level is 8, including the root directory. Maximum number of files and folders per
disc is 256.
The unit may not play tracks in the order of Track numbers.
The unit plays only the audio tracks if a disc contains both audio tracks and MP3 files.
When playing a disc of 8 kbps or “VBR”, the elapsed playing time in the display window will not be correct and
also the intro play may not function properly. “VBR”: Variable Bit Rate.

Notes on creating your own CD-Rs or CD-RWs containing MP3 files
To enjoy high quality sound, we recommend converting to MP3 files with a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz and
a fixed bit rate of 128 kbps.
DO NOT store more than 256 MP3 files per disc.
For ISO 9660 - compliant format, the maximum allowable depth of nested folders is 8, including the root
directory (folder).
When CD-R disc is used, playback is possible only for discs, which have been finalized.
Make sure that when MP3 CD-R or CD-RW is burned that it is formatted as a data disc and NOT as an audio disc.
You should not write non-MP3 files or unneeded folders along with MP3 files on the disc otherwise it takes a
long time until the unit starts to play MP3 files.
With some CD-R or CD-RW media, data may not be properly written depending on their manufacturing quality.
In this case, data may not be reproduced correctly. High quality CD-R or CD-RW disc is recommended.
Up to 16 characters are displayed for the name of an Album or a Track. ID3TAG version 1.x is required.
Note that the unit may not play Tracks in the order that you wrote them to the disc.
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Handling discs
Dirty, scratched or warped discs may cause skip ping or noise.
Handle the disc only by the edges. To keep clean do not touch its surface.
Discs should be stored in their cases after use to avoid scratches.
Do not expose discs to direct sunlight, high humidity, high temperature or dust.
Prolonged exposure to extreme temperature can wrap the disc (such as leaving the discs
in your car during summertime).
Do not stick or write anything on either side of disc. Sharp writing instruments, or the inks used in some felt-tip
pens, may damage its surface.
Do not touch the unlabeled side.
Do not attach any seal, label or data protection sheet to either side of a disc.

Cleaning

Cleaning the cabinet
Wipe with a soft cloth. If the cabinet is very dampen (not dropping wet) the cloth with a weak solution of soapy
water, and then wipe clean.

Cleaning discs
Fingerprints should be carefully wiped from the surface of disc with a soft cloth. Unlike
conventional records, compact discs have no grooves to collect dust and macroscopic
dirt, so gently wiping them with a soft cloth should remove must panicles. Wipe in a
straight motion from the center to the edge.
Never use thinner benzine, record cleaner or anti static spray on a compact disc. Such chemicals can damage its
plastic surface.
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Troubleshooting guide

Symptom Cause Solution
General
No power

The car ignition is not on.

The fuse is blown.

If the power supply is properly connected to the
car accessory switch the ignition key to “ACC”.
Replace the fuse.

Disc
Disc cannot be loaded.

Presence of disc inside the player. Remove the disc in the player then put a new
upward.

Disc cannot be read. Inserting the disc in upside down.
Compact  disc  is  extremely  dirty  or
defective.
Temperature inside the car is too
high.

Insert the compact disc with the label facing
upward.
Clean the disc or try to play a new one.
Cool off until the ambient temperature returns to
normal.

No sound Volume is in minimum.
Wiring is not properly connected.

Adjust volume to a desired level.
Check wiring connection.

The operation buttons
do not work.

The built-in microcomputer is not
operating properly due to noise.
Front panel is not properly fix into its
place.

Press the RESET button.

Reinstall the front panel.

Sound skips. The installation angle is more than 30
degrees.
The disc is extremely dirty or
defective.

Adjust the installation angle to less than 30
degrees.
Clean the compact disc/try to play a new one.

The radio does not
work, the radio station
automatic selection
does not work.

The antenna cable is not connected.
The signals are too weak.

Insert the antenna cable firmly.
Select a station manually.
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Specification

General
Power supply: 12V DC
Fuse: 10 A and 1 A
Maximum power output: 50W x 4
Dimensions (W x H x D): 178 x 51 x 178 mm
ESP function 45 sec. for Audio-CD, 120 sec for MP3
Supported discs CD/CD-R/CD-RW
Supported formats CDDA/MP3
FM stereo radio
Frequency range: 87.5 – 108.0 MHz
Sensitivity: 12dBu
Preset memory: 18 stations
MW section
Frequency range: 522 kHz – 1620 kHz
Preset memory: 12 stations
Audio specification
Frequency response: 20 Hz to 20 KHz
Signal to Noise ratio: >80dB
Line out
Output: 2 channels RCA line-out (2V)

Specifications are subject to change without notice. Dimensions are approximate.
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Instruction manual 13 cm 2 way coaxial acoustic system
Description

      2  m         (x  8)      (x  8)

The set of acoustic system
includes:
- acoustic system
- speaker wire – 2 m
- screw – 8 pcs
- clip – 8 pcs
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Important safeguards
The owner’s manual contains important operating and maintenance instructions for your safety. It is necessary to
refer the manual.
Do not install the speakers where they may be subjected to excessive heat moisture, dust or where they will be
kicked repeatedly, brushed or bumped.
Before mounting and connecting the wires be sure that wire of the negative pole terminal is disconnected from
accumulator. Nonobservance of this demand may cause the short circuit or fire.
To prevent short circuit never put or leave any metal objects (e.g. coins or metal tools) inside the acoustic system.
Make absolutely sure that the terminals for the speakers are connected to the proper outputs from the music
source.
Never run the wiring on the outside of the vehicle or under it where it can be damaged by road hazards or the
moving parts of the vehicle. Use existing wire channels, sills, panels and molding strips inside the vehicle to hide
the wiring for safety and a neat appliance.
Make sure the wire of the negative pole terminal is disconnected from accumulator while connecting the speaker
terminals. Turn on the various components and slowly advance the volume. Remember to check and re-check all
connections to insure proper installation and use.
Do not continuously use the speaker system beyond the nominal power handling capacity.
Keep recorded tapes, watches, and personal credit cards using magnetic coding away from the speaker system to
protect them from damage caused by the magnets in the speakers.
If you cannot find the appropriate mounting location, consult your car dealer or your nearest dealer before
mounting.

CAUTION: Take extreme caution when working near the gas tank, gas lines, brake or hydraulic lines and electrical
wiring.
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Mounting the speakers
Installation kits are available from your dealer or local stereo shop to help make your installation easy. These kits
also give your installation a clean, custom appearance. Questions about installations methods please consult a
professional auto sound dealer/installer for assistance.

Choose the place of installation for acoustic system. For most acoustic system stipulated regular places in the
automobile approach. In this case you need to know only assembly depth. Before installation acoustic system
check up their assembly depth.
At  a  choice  of  a  non-standard  arrangement  of  speakers  at  which  it  is  necessary  to  cut  them  in  panels  of  the
automobile, use a mould (not included). For achievement of ideal arrangement of acoustic system keep up
geometry of a mould, as it is very important for correct installation of your system ( =115 mm, Ø =5 mm).

If it will be necessary to cut steel, reinstall the cosmetic panel in place and use the hole you have previously cut as
a template. This will help to insure proper cutting and a good fit. Now, mark the locations for the speakers
mounting screws, remove the panel and drill the screw holes. When finished you may replace the panel.
After cutting and drilling all holes, inspect the mounting areas for any metal burrs or rough edges. File any area
that may interfere with the mounting of the speaker.
Clean any metal shavings from the mounting area and check for areas in which water may enter the speaker
cavity. Treat the area for water protection when necessary.
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Securing the speakers
Position the speaker into the mounting hole and reconfirm the correct mounting location and hole placement.
Screw clips are provided to ensure a snug fit. These should be placed over the metal surface and line up the hole
you have previously drilled with the screw clip. Place the speaker into the hole, align the holes and proceed to
insert the screws. Be sure to tighten the screws evenly so that it will not warp the speaker frame.

Turn your system back on and confirm the speakers operation first at a low volume and then you may increase the
volume as you desire.
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If unit fails to operate properly

Carefully read the instruction to make sure the unit is being operated properly. Check the following before you
take your unit to the local dealer for repair.

SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSE SOLUTION

The volume control regulator set in the
minimal position

Adjust sound level

Bad power connections Check to see that all the power and speaker
leads are securely connected

No sound

The audio cassette receiver is damaged Take your unit to the local dealer for repair
Acoustic system cables are connected
without observance of polarity (+ or -)

Check to see that all the power and speaker
leads are securely connected

Damage speaker wire or speaker Replace the speaker or speaker wires

Unnatural sound

The audio cassette receiver is damaged Take your unit to the local dealer for repair

NOTE: Good ground connections eliminate most electrical noise problems and require tight contact with the
metal vehicle chassis. Remove plastics, paint or rust for good electrical contact.
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Specification

Loudspeaker one woofer: polypropylene cone
tweeter: 20 mm piezo

Magnet 5.3 Oz

Peak output power 120 W

Rated output power 60 W

Impedance 4 hm

Sensitivity 90 dB

Frequency response 80 – 20000 Hz

Dimensions 138.5 x 49 mm

Net/Gross weight 0.38 kg/0.8 kg

Gift box dimension (L x W) 275 mm  135 mm
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1.   5            1  
2.        2 
3.  (5x25 )        1 
4.              1  
5.          2  
6.      1 
7.    1 
8.              2  
9.        1  
10.             1  
11.  1 
12.      1 
13.       1 
14.   1 
15.  ISO          1  
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 ISO

1.  ISO, , 
.

2.  ISO 
, 

. , 
.

 A  B
1 (+)---
2 (-)---
3 (+)---
4  12  (+)/ (-)---
5  / (+)---
6 ((-)---
7 ACC+/ (+)---
8 (-)---
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1.   NEXT/PREV
2.   CLK
3.   RELEASE
4.   MOD
5.   LUD
6.   MUT
7.   1/PAU
8.   2/INT
9.   3/RPT
10.  4/RDM
11.   5/DN10                16.   MON
12.   6/UP10                 17.   F/PS
13.   EJECT                 18.   VOL
14.                 19.   BND
15.                  20.   POWER

1. 
2. 
3.  RESET
4. 
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,  WELCOME, ,
.  POWER .

 MOD  Aux,  CD/MP3.

 VOL .

 LOUD
 LUD ,  «LOUD ON»,

 LOUD .  LUD .

 « »
 MUT, . 

 MUT  VOL.

, , 
 VOL : bass ( ), treble ( ),

balance ( )  fader ( , 
). .  VOL, 

.  DSP .

 BEEP
 VOL  2 ;  «DSP OFF».

 VOL,  «BEEP OFF»,  VOL
 BEEP ON ( )  BEEP OFF ( ), 

, .
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. 
CLK,  CLK  3 , .
1.  VOL .
2.  VOL .
3.  CLK , .

 CLK, .

 DSP
 VOL  2 ,  DSP OFF.

 VOL,  DSP:
POP       ROCK      CLASSIC       FLAT      DSP  OFF  ( )

, 
.

 Aux,  RCA
1.  AUX

 AUX  AUX IN . 
AUX , , 3 .  MOD,

 AUX.  VOL.
2.  RCA

 RCA . , 
. 

.
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 BND,  ( ). 
3 FM  (FM1, FM2  FM3)  2 MW  (MW1  MW2). 

 6  (  30 ).

 PREV/NEXT, .

 VOL,  «DSP OFF»; 
 VOL,  «SEEK 1».  VOL,  «SEEK

1» (  1)  «SEEK 2» (  2).
1.  1:  PREV/NEXT  1 . 

. 
.

2.  2:  PREV/NEXT . , 
.

 FM  MON . 
 «MONO»  «STEREO». 

;  
.

, 
. 

, . 
.
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1. :  FM 
 F/PS  3 .  FM

.  AM  F/PS  3 .
.

2. :  FM  F/PS 
 FM ; M  F/PS M

.
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D/MP3

 (ESP)
.

 MP3 
 MP3 . 

, ,  96  32000 . ,
,  ESP 

.
 CD 

 VOL  2 ,  «DSP OFF». 
,  «ESP 12», , 

 12 .
,  45 , 

 «ESP 45». , 
.

. ,
.  MP3 , 

 «MP3 DISC». . 
 «ROOT»,  ID3 , .  CD

,  «LOAD», . 
 EJECT .  5 

, . 
.

 MP3 
 MP3 .  MP3 .
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 PREV/NEXT .  10 
 5/DN10  6/UP10.

 F/PS,  «TRK SCH».  VOL, 
 «TRK». , , 

. .

 F/PS,   «FILE  SCH».   VOL,
. , , 

. .

 F/PS,  «CHAR SCH». 
.  VOL, 

. , , 
. 

. , 
.

.  VOL, 
 «DSP OFF»,  «MULT OFF».

 «MULT ON» ( )  «MULT OFF» ( ). 
MULT OFF.

 NEXT . .
 NEXT.

 PREV . .
 PREV. ,

 PREV/NEXT .
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 1/PAU, . 
.

 2/INT   10  .  
.

 3/RPT . 
«RPT ON» ( ). .

 4/RDM . 
 «RDM» (  MP3 )  «RDM ON» (  CD ). 

.

ID3 
 MP3  ID3, 

.  ID3 .
 ID3 : File ( ) => Folder ( ) => Music

) => Album ( ) => Artist ( ).
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3

3
3 -  MPEG 3 .

3  CD-ROM, CD-R  CD-RW.
3, ,  ISO 9660. 

3, .
3, ,  «.mp3».

3 ,  «.mp3», 
.

,  «  MP3»  « », 
 PC « »  « » .

 8, . 
 256.

.
, , 3.

 8  VBR 
, .

VBR: .

 CD-R  CD-RW,  MP3.
3 

 44,1  128 .
 256 3 .

,  ISO 9660,  8,
 ( ).

 CD-R , .
,  MP3 CD-R  CD-RW , 

.
3 3 , 

, 3.
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 CD-R  CD-RW 
. .

 CD-R  CD-RW .
 16 .  1.  ID3TAG.

, , .
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, 

 ( ). 
, .

, 
.

, , 
.

 ( , 
).

. 
, , .

, .
, .

.  ( ), , 
, .

. , 
, 

, . 
.

, , 
. .
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.

.

, 
 « ».

.
. , 

.
.

.
.

.
.

, 
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

 RESET.

.
 30 .

.

,
 30 .

.
. .

.
.

.
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: 12 
: 10 A  1 A

: 50  4 
 ( ): 178 x 51 x 178 mm
 ESP: 45  CD/120 c  MP3

CD/CD-R/CD-RW
CDDA/MP3

FM 
: 87,5 – 108,0 

: 12 
: 18 

MW 
: 522  – 1620 

: 12 

: 20  - 20 
>80 

:  RCA-  (2 )

.
.
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 13  2-

2          (x  8)       (  8)

:
- 
-  – 2 
-  – 8 .
-  – 8 .
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. 
.

, , 
, , .

,  (-)
. 

.
, 

 ( , ) 
.

, 
.

, 
. 

, 
, , .

,  (-)
. , 

.
, 

.
, 

, .
,

.
: , ,

.
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. 
. , , 

.
. 

. 
. .

, 
,  ( ). 

, 
 ( =115 , Ø =5 ).

, 
: 

; ; 
; .

, , 
. , .

, 
.
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, 
.

, 
. 

, .

, . 
.
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, 
, . 

, .

 (+  -)

:
. , , 

, .
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: 
: 120 

5,3  (150 )

 120 

60 

4 

90 

 80 – 20000 

138,5 x 49 

 / 0,38 /0,8 

 (  x ) 275  135 


